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Introduction
A connected graph G is said to be interval-regular if, for any two vertices u and u of G, the number of neighbours of u that lie on a shortest (u,u)-path is precisely the distance between u and u. Foldes [l] proved that an equivalent property is the following.
Theorem. Let G be a connected graph then G is interval-regular if and only iffor any two vertices u and v of G there is exactly d(u, v)! shortest (u, v)-path in G.
The hypercube Q,, is an example of such a graph and in the same paper Foldes proved that the bipartite interval-regular graphs are the hypercubes. For any two vertices u and v of G =( V, E) the interval between u and u is the set:
I(u, II) = {WE V/w lies on a shortest (u, u)-path}. Conjecture. An interval-regular graph is interval monotone.
A family of interval-regular graphs
Let n = 2m be an even integer and V, be the set of words of length n over (0, 1). For i=l , . . ., n let f; be the mapping
Let 9 be a permutation of { 1 ... n} such that 0' = Id and let T, be the induced mapping from V, to V,, defined by T"
We have TOz=Id, f ?=Id,fiofj=fjofi. Notice that i 1 ,. . . , ik, g( i, + 1) ,. . , O( iP) are all distinct otherwise x and y will be joined by a shorter path. We say that the set {iI ,. . . and all the induced geodesics are distinct.
Definition. G,, B

A family of counterexample
Let 8 be the permutation defined by e(i)= i+ 1 if i is odd i-1 if i is even. We have t12 = Id and T, is the mapping T
X1X2
"'Xi_lXiXi+lXi+2"'X,-X2X1 "'Xi_2Xi+lXiXi+3"'X"_1.
For every integer m by the above construction we obtain an interval-regular graph G, of order 22". The first examples are K4-e and the graph G2 shown in Fig. 1 . 
